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Radio connects people and places by bringing distant voices 
close. The interactive exhibition RADIO.GARDEN – accessible 
online and on-site at varying locations – concentrates audible 
heritage on facets of radiophonic transnationality, allowing 
visitors to explore processes of broadcasting and hearing 
identities across the globe on four layers:

Live:  Radio as it is happening right now. Tune into any 
station on the globe: What sounds familiar, what 
feels like ‘home’? What sounds foreign, where 
would you like to travel?

History:  Clips from radio history that show how radio 
crossed borders. How were nations‘ self-
conceptions trans-lated into the airwaves? 
How did they engage in con-versation across 
linguistic and geographical barriers?

From public service broadcasting to public service media – 
challenges for European radio cultures
 Per Jauert | Denmark

IP2 studied how the shift from analogue to 
digital production and distribution technologies 
has challenged the traditional national public 
service remits, and how opportunities for multi-
platform combinations for radio production, 
distribution and reception are developing in 
Europe. The main research project inquired 
how radio experts in five European countries in 
2015 predicted the future distribution and use 
of radio in 2025. It was a repetition of a similar 
study done in 2006 about the future of radio 
in 2015, then performed by some of the same 
researchers. 

Methods & Material

„The future of radio revisited – expert perspectives and future scenarios for the radio media in 2025” 
was the headline of this research project. It was based on 39 interviews among radio experts: public 
service brodcasters, private broadcasters, regulators, network and multiplex operators etc. in Denmark, 
Finland, Germany, Ireland and the UK. It also involved desk studies of policy papers, reports, lawmaking 
and regulation. 

The research set up was similar to the study in 2006, i.e. using the same interview questionaire, 
interviewing the same respondents – or respondents in similar positions. Thus it was possible to set up 
a comparative perspective and to point at possible explanations for the changes in the expert views on 
the future of radio. 

Results

In order to compare the results of the two studies we produced a scenario set up for 2025 (see 
illustration), and included the 2015 figures (in brackets) in this scenario for comparison. As the 
development trends in adoption of radio delivery technologies and the development of radio content 
consumption have both remained highly uncertain issues, we used them as variables in creating a 
scenario matrix to describe four different future scenarios for radio media in a similar fashion as in our 
previous study. The X axis indicates again options in delivery technologies, while the Y axis describes 
tendencies in radio and audio content consumption. The categorisation of the respondents into four 
scenario groups was made by the members of the research group, based on the interviewee‘s answers 
on the interview questions. Two trends are obvious when comparing the 2015 and 2025 scenarios: 
1) the proportional share of the respondents who expect distinct national solutions for digital radio,
which may or may not be based on digital broadcasting, has increased significantly, while the number of
supporters of all other scenarios has decreased or remained on the same level. 2) Despite the trust on
the continuing importance of FM radio, the share of respondents who think the next decade primarily as
an extension of the present has decreased the most.

Minority radio: social, cultural and ethnic identities
Peter Lewis, Caroline Mitchell | United Kingdom

Community radio is where minorities – 
social, cultural, ethnic – can strengthen 
their identity, welcome newcomers, engage 
with the majority, and preserve cultural 
memory. It comes into existence as a protest 
and a struggle against the absence or 
misrepresentation in mainstream media of  
a particular culture or community, whether  
it’s a culture based on ethnicity or sexual 
orientation or a style of radio like art radio,  
not found in the mainstream. 

Methods & Material

Participatory Action Research (PAR) allows us to treat our research subjects in community radio as 
partners. We used Sharing experience workshops in contrasting regions of the UK, Bristol and Tyneside. 
,Personal radio journeys’ – stories that were told in workshops – evolved to become a series of interviews,  
with participants interviewing each other, and bringing in other interviewees, to tell and record a chain of  
stories about the importance of radio as they moved between places, cultures and countries. One such  
chain was broadcast in a series of programmes on a community radio in Bristol. To widen our reach, we  
organised workshops at conferences in France, Spain, the Netherlands and Canada which brought to-
gether CR programmers, activists and academics to discuss transnational and community radio. Stories  
and case studies from the research can be found in the Radio.Garden Exhibition and TRE website.

Results

Minorities (social, cultural and ethnic) are using community radio to make connections with local and trans- 
national communities. Among minority ethnic groups – whether historically settled communities, or more  
recent refugee and migrant communities – encounters include connections with a homeland or with a  
diaspora in Europe and beyond. Ongoing training in broadcasting and digital skills, access to airtime and  
time/funding to develop transnational relationships are all important components for people to participate  
in transnational radio. A community radio programming needs to be archived since archives are a crucial 
reservoir of cultural memory and can be re-broadcast or available online to reach new listeners.

Our research drew on the notion of ,accented’ media, discussed by Naficy (2001) and Moylan (2014) in  
relation to exiles, migrants and refugees. The style of ,accented radio’ is informal in its presentation, 
allowing conversations to flow; the voices are those of the voiceless, different from those heard in the  
mainstream; the sound of the voices, the accents, often convey difference as well; the language might 
be a mother tongue preserved, or multi-lingual programming with younger broadcasters moving flexibly  
between languages, or radio supporting ,endangered languages’; music crosses every border while retai- 
ning a special, often nostalgic, appeal to specific groups and individuals – it is the binding ingredient in  
multilingual broadcasting. The content comes directly from spokespeople in the respective communities 
– unmediated by professional broadcasters. Community broadcasters themselves embody trans-
national radio as they move between places, cultures and countries (Lewis and Mitchell, 2016).

International Services between expatriates, empire and education
Sonja de Leeuw, Alexander Badenoch | Netherlands

IP4 explored how international services –  
services broadcasting on behalf of a nation to a  
audiences outside its borders, usually via short- 
wave radio – structure encounters in the global 
airwaves. The project looked in particular at the 
long-term history of the Dutch international 
service, Radio Nederland Wereldomroep, and 
its pre-WWII predecessor, as they adjusted 
from an Imperial broadcaster to one with a dual  
mission of public diplomacy and addressing 
expatriate audiences. It looked in particular at  
routine ways in which the station, and its 
multiple voices, positioned themselves as 
international voices.

Methods & Material

The project developed in three overlapping case studies. The first focused on routine expressions of 
geography, drawing on both maps and promotional materials for the stations (including films) as well 
as regular station announcements from interactive magazine programmes, it explored such practices 
as ideological expressions of global relations. The second zoomed in on personal performance of 
identity in English-language broadcasting looking at pioneering programmes, such as long-running 
„The Happy Station“ with its first polyglot host Edward Startz, exploring how, by means of accent, mode 
of address and structuring of participation, they negotiated their dual position as representatives of 
the Netherlands and voices of global conversation. The final case study looking at use of light music in 
framing the sound of the station. On a similar basis, it explored the ,dual voice‘ of light music as both 
international product and national representation.

Results

In each case, transnational encounters were partially structured by reflexive imagination: images of 
Dutchness as they would like to be seen by the outside world. In part this stemmed from the need 
to justify the service to an ,internal‘ audience of government administrators. From a geographical 
perspective, the desire to project a friendly voice to the world and to expats was built on top of a 
visual regime that still bore hallmarks of the former empire. Visions of voice projecting out from 
the metropolis, pictured as centre of the world. Both modes of address and the use of light music 
reveal a kind of national identity tied up in forms of cosmopolitan performance, variously appearing 
as cultural or technical skill. Within Eddie Startz‘s presentation, for example, his switching between 
languages and light-hearted delivery, coupled with his Dutch accent marked him as a friendly, a-political 
ambassador to the world. Light music served a similar function – the Dutchness of the music seemed 
to be less important than the demonstration of the way Dutch artists could move within an inherently 
international genre and idiom.

Crosscu
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OUTPUTS

TRE enquired how radio as a medium that easily 
transgresses national borders has fostered trans-
national encounters. 

Five individual projects examined how radio was shaped 
in and has shaped transnational arenas. The projects 
explored how infrastructures, sound aesthetics and 
archives reflect local identities and influence historical 
and present attempts to interact transnationally. 

Even in ostensibly national or local settings, radio  
showed intricate transnational processes of production 
and programming, as well as transnational cultures of 
listening and identity formation. 

In addition to a range of print publications, a Knowledge 
Platform for experts and students and an Exhibition for  
a wider public assemble vital examples, results and 
methods that arose from TRE. 

www.transnationalradio.org | info@transnationalradio.org

TRE‘s Transnational Radio Knowledge Platform serves as a 
systematic collection of TRE-relevant data and metadata that 
allows internal as well as public users different modes of data 
search and display. Contribution of data sets is open to everyone 
who qualifies as researcher or collector of relevant data. Access 
to digital media files is differentiated between data sets free of 
rights restrictions (accessible to all users, no need to identify or 
log in) and data sets bearing rights restrictions (accessible only 
to TRE members and related researchers). All metadata is open 
to everyone with no restrictions whatsoever. 

Workshop #1 | Geneva 13 – 15 March 2014 

Infrastructures & Public Spheres
TRE‘s first workshop focused on „Transnational Infrastructures 
and Public Spheres“ and explored the multiple ways that radio’s 
technical and institutional structures configure, address and 
involve their publics. A central issue was how transnational 
mediascapes, changing technologies and new ideas of public 
participation have shaped the notion of ,public service’ from its 
emergence in the 1920s through to the challenges of the future. 

These issues were explored through knowledge exchange with 
experts from the workshop‘s host, the European Broadcasting 
Union (EBU), as well as through artistic experimentation together  
with the EBU Ars Acoustica Group. Besides looking at the trans-
formation of the medium, special attention was paid to the 
infrastructures of access to the past. This included the LARM.
fm CHAOS audio archive platform which was further developed 
for the TRE project, alongside other models, platforms and 
challenges of access to past material of transnational scope.

Workshop #2 | Berlin 23 – 25 October 2014 

Aesthetics & Territoriality
The second workshop „Aesthetics and Territoriality“ asked 
questions about how local, national or transnational identities 
are expressed, mediated, transmitted and perceived through 
radio. To what degree do radiophonic sound concepts follow 
characteristics of national cultures or territorial belonging? How 
are auditive styles developed and maintained? What is the role 
transcultural styles, such as that of American commercial radio?

Drawing from different types and techniques of producing, 
mixing and processing radio programmes, the workshop 
highlighted examples of sound marks specific to national 

Danish and German Radio Artitst discussing potentials of using archival material and artistic strategies 
for analytical purposes in works commissioned by TRE. Photo: Anja Richter

infrastructures and cultural histories as well as economically 
fueled transnational styles of radio aesthetics. 

Apart from analyses of everyday radio programmes, including 
the work of both scholars and practitioners alike, the workshop 
reflected on the explanatory value of broadcast attitudes and  
speech styles of radio drama and feature as well as minority 
radio programming. For a change of perspective, TRE commissioned  
pieces of radio art that offered views on radiophonic stereo-
types, cultural markers and ways of breaking these up. 

Workshop #3 | Copenhagen 28 – 30 May 2015 

Archives & Cultural Memory
This workshop gathered archivists, researchers, broadcasters 
and radio aficionados alike in a discussion of the practical and 
methodological implications of archival transformations due 
to digitization. The workshop focused on radio archives as 
resources for cultural memories, as repositories of cultural 
heritage and thus of cultural encounters and ideological 
mobilisation for national and supranational projects as well  
as for minorities and communities. 

It asked how collaborations and clashes between cultures have 
been documented, stored and re-circulated in broadcasting 
archives, how archival knowledge can be networked to restore 
the knowledge of such encounters and how the increased 

Panel of archive experts from TRE‘s associated partners, representing British Broadcasting Corporation & 
British Library, Netherland‘s Institute for Sound and Vision, European Broadcasting Union and Denmark‘s 
State Media Archive. Photo: Anja Richter

availability of archival material may be used to generate new 
transnational and transcultural spaces of dialogue. 

Keynotes, panels and working groups gathered experts from 
national projects like LARM, the BBC World Service and the British  
Library, from transnational projects such as Europeana, EUScreen  
and TRE as well as from smaller online archives which increasingly  
challenge large public archives as access points for cultural 
memory, community and creativity. They discussed how collabo- 
rations could be developed more fruitfully in terms of crossborder  
access and research. Questions tackled constraints of archive use  
in research and academic teaching and how, conversely, research 
could help guide and optimize future archive development. 

Trans-border radio reception and constructions of identity
Golo Föllmer | Germany 

The sound of radio: is the auditive appearance 
of radio stations, their sonic „imaging“, specific 
to countries, language groups or geographical 
areas, or is it similar across borders? Do radio 
stations brand their station sound aesthetics 
along national traditions, or are they more 
likely to follow transnational fashions or the 
will of multinational companies? 

IP1 examined standards, similarities and 
differences of sound aesthetics of common 
program content and in processes of jingle 
production in a comparative inspection of 
exemplary recordings and expert interviews 
from different geographic origins. 

Informative sequential overview of broadcast elements 
from Fun Radio, France, as represented in Pro Tools.

Graphic transcript of a jingle from KIIS FM, Australia, de-
rived from auditive analysis, as represented in eAnalysis.

Methods & Material

(A)  „24 Morning Shows“: One-hour morning show recordings from 24 well-established youth-oriented
music radio stations collected in 13 different countries were segmented into sequences of different
broadcast elements, categorized and quantified for identifying content-related, sonic and rhytmic
patterns. Quantitative analyses were followed by auditive analyses.

(B)  „Concepts of radio imaging“: 20 experts for imaging and „jingle“ production from 5 European
countries and a wide range of radio formats were queried about terminology, concepts and work
procedures in their individual radio stations.

Results 

(1)  Methodology: the application of sequence analysis to radio programing‘s sound aesthetics showed
small explanatory value of quantitative data alone, but good value of qualitative auditive analysis
informed by quantitative data and graphic overviews generated from it.

(2)  „24 Morning Shows“: Aesthetic patterns in the sample of recordings differed more due to deviating
format conceptions and, supposedly, production facilities and budgets than due to national cultural
or linguistic influences. However, hints to certain country-specific peculiarities were found, for
instance heavy use of sound effects on speech in latin-american programs, and refined, multi-
element-supported focalisation of the show‘s host in French language programs.

(3)  „Concepts of radio imaging“: Experts use a coherent terminology which is proposed to be
documented to provide scholars with reliable terms and concepts. Differing from the scarce
literature on radio imaging, experts statements could be grouped to reveal three functions of
imaging: establish station identity (the „station sound“), structure program content (provide
orientation, secure program flow) and convey meaning (establish topics, moods, attitudes). In
transnational comparison of radio sound aesthetics, experts agreed that station formats are
stronger than cultural constitution, but single national specifics were mentioned, i.e. a more relaxed,
„natural“ sound quality in Germany compared to a „big“, „overproduced“ sound in US-American radio.
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Matrix of radio development scenarios for the year  
2025 as described by 39 experts from five countries. 
See explanation in „Results“. 

Transmitting across borders and institutions
Jacob Kreutzfeldt |  Denmark 

IP3 explores the paradox of (trans)national 
radio broadcasting in a historical perspective 
by focusing on four European case studies: 
music exchanges, exchanges of city portraits, 
the Nordic radio collaboration and art radio. 

The work questions to what extent collabo-
rations between national broadcasters have 
fuelled not only Benedict Anderson’s Imagined 
Communities (Anderson 2006) but also 
Arjun Appadurai’s multiple Imagined Worlds 
(Appadurai 1996). 

Methods & Material

Grounded in cultural studies, media aesthetics and broadcast history this IP has combined historical and 
archival work with analysis of discursive as well as aesthetic aspects of unique texts. In particular recent 
studies in transnational history and in sound studies have influenced the work as well as imagology, the 
study of national stereotypes-as-discourse.

Transmitting across borders and institutions has collected and analyzed radio program sheets, press 
clippings from radio magazines and other news sources, radio programs when available as well as 
established media and cultural histories.

Results

In the case studies the IP has found indications of transnational exchanges and collaborations taking 
place throughout the history of radio broadcasting. The urge towards transnationalism as a venture and 
a form of expression is prominent in listener magazines and in programming. However transnationalism 
and internationalism have not been found to be a dominating agenda in broadcasting. Rather strategies 
of transgression of national borders have coexisted with strategies of nation building. The IP has ex- 
plored this complex play between nationalization and transnationalization in music exchanges, city 
portraits, collaborations and radio art and found national radio already by the late 1920es to be partici- 
pating in a globalization of practices, content and aesthetics often ascribed to modern visual media.

National stereotyping, such as with this „typical“ 
Norwegian mountain girl, was a central feature in the 
negotiations of the transnational space of the North.
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Concluding Conference | Utrecht 5 – 8 July 2016

Transnational Radio 
Encounters

As an event dedicated to scientific exchange and outlook for the 
future, TRE‘s final conference combined results from TRE IPs, 
project members and associated partners with perspectives 
from the international radio studies community. This expanded 
TRE‘s scope onto issues that could not be included in it due to 
natural resource restrictions and secured a sustainable effect of 
its research in the academic community. 

To achieve a most broad reach, TRE took on the management of 
the long-standing, bi-annual „The Radio Conference. A Trans- Jan Müller, CEO of the Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision, discussing issues of archival structure 

and use. Photo: Anja Richter

national Forum“ in association with its founder, the MeCCSA 
Radio Studies Network, devoting its 2016 edition entirely to 
radio‘s transnationality. 

With an attendance of over 100 scholars from all over the globe, 
the conference positioned TRE‘s central questions in the core 
of academic exchange and simultaneously extended its own 
perspective with further topics. The conference explored

• the way radio shapes TRANSNATIONAL PUBLIC SPHERES, in
support or subversion of existing infrastructures, institutions
and media ecologies;

• transnational perspectives on RADIO AESTHETICS,
IDENTITIES and STORYTELLING;

• ways in which old and new, digital forms of RADIO AND
ARCHIVES can help to shape transnational COMMUNITIES
OF MEMORY.

This platform is capable to store large amounts of audio, video, 
image, text and multimedia files of a range of technical formats, 
manage metadata linked to each data set and display audio files 
in a timeline. 

Its most specific feature is the possibility to attach annotations 
to points on the timeline of audio files and share these with other 
users, thus enabling a research team to collectively enhance 
knowledge and analytic insight on large amounts of audio data. 

www.transnationalradio.org/database

Jingles:  A world-wide crash course in station identi-
fication. How do radio stations signal within 
a split second what kind of programmes and 
cultural spheres you are likely to hear? 

Radio Stories:   Listeners past and present recount how they 
use radio to listen beyond their walls. How is 
radio supporting imaginations of peoples behind 
voices, of cultures behind sounds from around 
the globe? How do listeners make themselves 
at home in distant parts of the world?

THE RADIO 
CONFERENCE

Online Exhibition

TRE members (left to right): Golo Föllmer, Tom Leonhardt, Caroline Mitchell, Jacob Kreutzfeldt,  
Franziska Ofiera, Alexander Badenoch, Per Jauert, Stephen Lax, Tobias Grasse, Erik Granly Jensen, 
Peter Lewis, Morten Michelsen, Helen Shaw.

Sangeeta Dewan reports a TRE story on Bristol 
Community FM, UK. Photo: Caroline Mitchell

Knowledge Platform

The back of a calendar produced by Radio Netherlands 
in the 1950s advertising the Happy Station with Edward 
Startz, presenting a vision of the Netherlands at the top 
and centre of the world. Image: collection Edward Startz

Layout: www.anketornow.de


